Abstract. It has been argued that the linear database model, in which semi-linear sets are the only geometric objects, is very suitable for most spatial database applications. For querying linear databases, the language FO + linear has been proposed. We present both negative a n d positive results regarding the expressiveness of FO+linear. First, we s h o w that the dimension query is de nable in FO + linear, which allows us to solve several interesting queries. Next, we s h o w the non-de nability o f a whole class of queries that are related to sets not de nable in FO+linear. This result both sharpens and generalizes earlier results independently found by Afrati et al. and the present authors, and demonstrates the need for more expressive linear query languages if we w ant to sustain the desirability of the linear database model. In this paper, we s h o w h o w FO + linear can be strictly extended within FO + poly in a safe way. Whether any of the proposed extensions is complete for the linear queries de nable in FO + poly remains open. We d o s h o w, however, that it is undecidable whether an expression in FO + poly induces a linear query.
Introduction
Following the seminal work by Kuper, Kanellakis, and Revesz 20] on constraint query languages with polynomial constraints (FO + poly), various researchers have i n troduced geometric database models and query languages within this framework 18, 22] . These researchers have studied the desirability of their models for database applications involving geometric data objects, as well as the expressiveness of the proposed geometric query languages.
An important database model that has recently been studied in this context is the linear spatial database model 2, 3, 26] , which w e adopt in this paper. The linear model allows users to de ne relational databases, which m a y, b esides conventional data, contain linear geometric data objects. Formally, these objects are so-called semi-linear sets, w h i c h can be de ned in rst-order logic over the reals with addition. The class of semi-linear sets su ces for the majority of applications encountered in GIS, geometric modeling, and spatial and temporal databases 6, 23] . Furthermore, data structures and algorithms have been developed to e ciently implement a w i d e v ariety of operations on these sets 4, 1 1 , 1 7 , 2 4 ] .
Associated with the linear model is the concept of linear query, w h i c h i s a mapping from linear databases to linear databases. Because the linear database model is a sub-model of the polynomial database model, it is in principle possible to use the query language FO+poly to de ne natural linear queries, and, in fact, a v ast number of important linear queries can indeed be so de ned. Of course, not every query de ned by a n F O + poly formula induces a linear query, and, as is shown in Section 5, it is even undecidable whether an FO + poly formula induces a linear query.
Faced with this reality, several researchers 3, 2 6 ] h a ve proposed the query language FO+linear as a natural query language to accompany the linear model. The FO+linear language is the sub-language of FO+poly wherein the polynomial constraints are restricted to linear constraints. Many important linear queries can be de ned in FO+linear. Section 3 reviews some known results in this respect and presents some new ones. The most surprising of those is the de nability o f the dimension query which returns the topological dimension of a semi-linear set. This de nability result allows us to solve some important practical queries. In particular, it follows that the interval-query, i.e., \Is the semi-linear set an interval?" and the line-query, i.e., \Is the semi-linear set a line?" are de nable in FO + poly .
Unfortunately 26] , we s h o w that natural FO + p o l yde nable linear queries, such as the query that yields the convex hull of a semilinear set, are not FO + linear-de nable. The conclusion we draw from these negative results is that, though FO+ linear provides a good lower bound for the FO + poly-de nable linear queries, FO + linear is too limited in expressiveness to be considered fully adequate to accompany the linear model. This brings us to the last major topic of this paper. In Section 5, we i n troduce query languages that can only express FO+poly-de nable linear queries, but that are strictly more expressive t h a n F O+linear. These languages have some a nity with some operational languages that have b e e n i n troduced in spatial database models, but that do not fall within the framework of Kuper, Kanellakis, and Revesz 20] . It is presently an open problem whether any of the query languages we propose in Section 5 is complete for the FO + p o l y -de nable linear queries, though we conjecture this is not the case.
Preliminaries
In this paper we focus on the linear spatial database model as proposed in 26]. To put this paper into better perspective w e brie y review some of the material in 26].
The linear model is extracted from the polynomial model, which i s b a s e d on real formulae, i.e, formulae in rst order logic over (R + 0 1). Due to the work of Tarski 21] , it is well known that this rst order logic over the reals with inequality, addition and multiplication is a decidable theory. E v ery real formula '(x 1 : : : x n ) with free real variables x 1 : : : x n de nes a geometrical gure f(x 1 : : : x n ) j (x 1 : : : x n ) 2 R n^' (x 1 : : : x n )g in n-dimensional Euclidean space R n . P oint sets de ned in this way are called semi-algebraic sets.
A spatial database scheme, S, is a nite set of relation names. E a c h relation : : x n )), with v 1 : : : v m non-spatial values of some domain, U, a n d '(x 1 : : : x n ) a r e a l formula with n free variables.
The semantics of a syntactic database instance, I, o ver a database scheme, S, is the mapping, I, assigning to each relation name, R, i n S the semantic relation I(I(R)). Given a syntactic relation, r, the semantic relation I(r) is de ned as The example in Figure 1 shows a spatial database representing geographical information about Belgium.
We consider a query of signature m 1 n 1 : : : m k n k ] ! m n] to be a mapping from database instances of a spatial database scheme of type m 1 n 1 : : : m k n k ] to database instances of a spatial database scheme of type m n] t h a t c a n b e regarded in a consistent w ay both at the syntactic and semantic level, and is computable at the syntactic level.
In this context, we de ne the query language FO + poly as the language obtained by adding to the language of real formulae the following: Example 2. Assuming that S is a relation of type 0 2], i.e., a semi-algebraic set in the plane, the FO + poly-formula (9x 1 )(9y 1 )(9x 2 )(9y 2 )(9x 3 )(9y 3 )(9 )(9 )(9 )(S(x 1 y 1 )^S(x 2 y 2 )^S(x 3 y 3 )^ 0^ 0^ 0^ + + = 1x = x 1 + x 2 + x 3^y = y 1 + y 2 + y 3 .
de nes the convex-hull 3 query of signature 0 2] ! 0 2] which associates with S its convex hull.
Real formulae not containing non-linear polynomials are called linear formulae. Point sets de ned by linear formulae are called semi-linear sets.
The linear spatial data model is de ned in the same way as the general spatial data model above using linear formulae instead of real formulae. Similarly, linear queries can be de ned. Notice that a general query induces a linear query if the query restricted to linear database instances is linear. Observe t h a t the convex-hull query (Example 2) induces a linear query. Queries of signature 3 Expressiveness of FO + linear
In this section, we discuss the expressiveness of the query language FO + linear. To simplify the discussion, we focus on purely spatial queries, i.e., queries acting on linear databases consisting of relations of a type of the form 0 n ].
First, we brie y review some known results involving linear queries computable in FO + linear.
The following operations on semi-linear sets can be de ned rather trivially in FO + linear: union, intersection, di erence, complement, and projection. In general, any a ne transformation of semi-linear sets can be de ned in FO + linear.
In 26], FO+linear expressions are given for the Boolean queries checking boundedness, convexity, and discreteness of semi-linear sets. The expressive p o wer of FO + l i n e a runfolds completely, h o wever, when topological properties of geometrical objects are considered. The de nitions of topological interior, boundary, and closure can indeed be translated almost straightforwardly into linear calculus expressions. Hence, for example, the regularization of a semi-linear set, de ned as the closure of its interior, can be computed in FO + linear, which i s o f i mportance, since the regularized set operators union, intersection, and di erence, turn out to be indispensable in most spatial database applications 10, 1 9 , 1 2 ]. More generally, Egenhofer et al. showed in a series of papers 7, 8 , 9 ] t h a t a whole class of topological relationships such a s disjoint, in, contained, overlap, touch, equal, a n d covered can be de ned in terms of intersections between the boundary, i n terior, and complement of the geometrical objects.
Another property of geometrical objects often used in spatial database applications, is dimension. F or instance, in 5], the dimension is used to further re ne the class of topological relationships de ned by Egenhofer et al. We n o w s h o w that it can be decided in FO +linear whether a given semi-linear set has a given number as its dimension, which is the contribution of this section. Since there are only nitely many k n o wn possibilities for the dimension of a semi-linear set, it follows that the dimension can actually be computed in FO + linear. Many i n teresting queries can be de ned in a natural way using the dimension predicate, and are therefore also de nable in FO+linear, as is illustrated by t h e following example. Even though the unde nability i n F O+linear of the sets de ned in Proposition 6 may suggest that the related queries (1) and (2) mentioned earlier are also nonde nable in FO + linear, this deduction is not obvious. To s e e t h e c a veat, it su ces to notice that the sets de ned in Proposition 6 are not even semi-linear, whereas the related queries are obviously linear. This technical gap appears to have b e e n o verlooked in both the work of Afrati et al. 2] and previous work of the present authors 26] . In what follows, however, we s h o w that there exists a general technique to link results about the non-de nability i n F O+linear of sets to the non-de nability of certain related linear queries.
De nition7. Let P be a semi-algebraic subset of (R n ) m , m n 1. Let k be such t h a t 0 k m. F urthermore assume that P and k are such that, for each l, 1 l k, for each sequence u 1 : : : u l in R n , and for all sequences i 1 : : : i k and j 1 : : : j k such t h a t 1 i 1 : : : i k j 1 : : : j k l and fu i1 : : : u ik g = fu j1 : : : u jk g = fu 1 : : : u l g, the following permutation invariance property holds for all u k+1 : : : u m in R n :
(u i1 : : : u ik u k+1 : : : u m ) 2 P , (u j1 : : : u jk u k+1 : : : u m ) 2 P: The query Q P k of signature 0 n ] ! 0 n (m ; k)] is now de ned as follows. If S consists of at most k points of R n , s a y S = fu 1 : : : u k g (u 1 : : : u k not necessarily all distinct), then Q P k (S) = f(u k+1 : : : u m ) j (u 1 : : : u k u k+1 : : : u m ) 2 Pg otherwise Q P k (S) is empty. Observe that the invariance property assumed for P and k guarantees that Q P k is well-de ned. Example 5. 1. Let P be t h e s e t f(u 1 : : : u m ) 2 (R n ) m j u m 2 convex-hull(fu 1 : : : u m;1 g)g with n 2 and m 3. L et k = m ; 1. T h e n Q P k is the linear query that associates with each set S consisting of m ; 1 points, the convex hull of S, and with every other set S the empty set. Notice that, by Property 6, the set P is not FO + linear-de nable. 2. Let P be the set f(u 1 : : : u m ) 2 (R n ) m j u 1 : : : u m are colinearg with n 2 and m 3. L et k = m. Then Q P k can be interpreted a s t h e Boolean query which evaluates a semi linear set S to true if and only if S consists of m colinear points. Notice that, by Property 6, the set P is not FO + linear-de nable.
We m ust emphasize that the linear queries in Example 5 are closely related, but not identical, to the linear queries (1) and (2) in the beginning of this section. One can think of the queries in Example 5 as restrictions of the linear queries (1) and (2) to certain nite sets.
We n o w p r o ve the following theorem:
Theorem8. Let P be a semi-algebraic subset of (R n ) m m, n 1, and let P and k satisfy the conditions of De nition 7. If P is unde nable in FO + l i n e a r , then the following holds:
1. The query Q P k is unde nable in FO + linear.
2. If Q is a linear query from semi-linear sets of R n to semi-linear sets of (R n ) m;k such that, for every semi-linear set S of R n , Q(S) = Q P k (S) if Q P k (S) is not empty, then Q is unde nable in FO + l i n e a r .
Proof. 1. Assume, to the contrary, that the query Q P k is FO + linear-de nable.
Then there exists an FO + linear formula ' P k (R x k+1 : : : x m ), with R an appropriate predicate name, such that, for each semi-linear set S of R n , Q P k (S) = f(u k+1 : : : u m ) j ' P k (S u k+1 : : : u m )g. W e n o w argue that the predicate name R must e ectively occur in ' P k . If this were not the case, then the query associated with ' P k would be a constant function. This constant function cannot yield the empty set, for, otherwise, by the de nition of Q P k , P would also be the empty set, which i s o b viously FO+linear-de nable, contrary the hypothesis of the theorem. The constant function cannot yield a non-empty set, either, however, since again by the de nition of Q P k , there is an in nite number of inputs for which Q P k returns the empty set. Thus R must occur in ' P k . Given the formula ' P k , w e can construct the formula' P k as follows. Let x 1 : : : x k be variables that do not occur in ' P k . N o w replace every literal of the form R(z) i n ' P k by the formula z = x 1 _ _ z = x k . Observe that the formula' P k is a linear formula with free variables x 1 : : : x m . Our claim is that the formula' P k de nes the set P, a c o n tradiction with the hypothesis of the theorem. Consider an m-tuple (u 1 : : : u m ) 2 (R n ) m . > F rom the de nition of Q P k and ' P k , w e h a ve ( u 1 : : : u m ) 2 P , (u k+1 : : : u m ) 2 Q P k (fu 1 : : : u k g), whence (u 1 : : : u m ) 2 P , ' P k (fu 1 : : : u k g u k+1 : : : u m ). It follows from the construction of' P k from ' P k that (u 1 : : : u m ) 2 P ,' P k (u 1 : : : u m ). It is obvious that this expression for' Q can be translated into proper FO+linear syntax. It now follows from the properties of Q that the formula' Q de nes the query Q P k . Hence, it would follow that Q P k is FO + linear-de nable, which i s impossible by the rst part of the theorem.
Theorem 8 has the following corollary:
Corollary 9. The convex hull query (1) and the colinearity query (2) are not de nable in FO + linear.
Extensions of FO + linear
Although, in Section 3, it is shown that a wide range of useful, complex linear queries can be de ned in FO + linear, the language lacks the expressive p o wer to de ne some important F O+poly lin queries, as is clearly demonstrated in Section 4. Hence the search for languages that capture such queries is important. Without such languages, we w ould indeed be hard-pressed to substantiate the claim that the linear model is to be adopted as the fundamental model for applications involving linear geometric objects. The obvious way to obtain a query language which is complete for the FO+poly lin queries is to discover an algorithm that can decide which F O +poly formulae induce linear queries. Unfortunately, s u c h an algorithm does not exist: Theorem 10 shows that a top-down approach t o d i s c o ver a useful linear sub-query language is di cult. Observe that Theorem 10 still allows the isolation of a subset of the FO + poly formulae that de ne FO+poly lin queries, in the same way that the undecidability of safeness in the relational calculus is not in contradiction with the existence of a sub-language of the relational calculus which has precisely the expressive p o wer of the safe relational calculus queries. 25] In this section, we therefore take a bottom-up approach to discover restrictions of FO+poly lin that are strictly more expressive than FO + linear. The basic idea is to extend FO + l i n e a rwith certain linear operators, such as the colinearity or the convex-hull query. It is important t o o b s e r v e in this respect how careful we h a ve t o b e t o a void creating languages that are no longer linear.
A t o o l i b e r a l s y n tax can indeed lead to the de nability of non-semi-linear sets associated to these operators, such as the sets exhibited in Proposition 6. This in turn can have as a consequence that the language obtains the full expressive power of FO + p o l y , a s i s s h o wn by the following example 26]. Example 6. Extending FO + linear with the convex-hull predicate (or with the colinearity predicate which can be derived from the former) as de ned in 26] leads to a language with the expressive p o wer of FO+poly. 2 6 ] , the reason being that the predicate product(x y z) de ned by z = xy is can be expressed as 4 :(9!u)((colinear(x e 2 u)^colinear(y z u))) where x = ( x 0), y = ( 0 y ), z = ( z 0), u = ( u 1 u 2 ), and e 2 = ( 0 1).
We n o w proceed with showing how F O + linear can be extended with operators in a safe way. The subtle point of our de nition consists in disallowing free real variables in set terms. So, even though a set-term might h a ve free value variables, it is disallowed to have free real variables.
An operator is de ned to be an FO+poly lin query. The signature of an operator is the signature of that query. The syntactic restriction that set terms contain only free value variables is essential for Theorem 11 to hold otherwise, e.g., the formula in Example 6 could be expressed in FO + linear+colinear, whence FO + l i n e a r +colinear would have the full expressive p o wer of FO + p o l y .
Without going into details, we m e n tion that it is possible to de ne an al- 6 Conclusion
In this paper we studied languages that de ne FO+poly lin queries. Amongst these languages, the most natural one is FO + linear. For this language, we showed that non-trivial FO+poly lin queries, such as the dimension query, c a n be de ned in it, but we also demonstrated that important F O+poly lin queries, such as the convex hull, cannot be de ned. These latter results led us to the introduction of extensions of FO + linear with FO+poly lin -de nable operators.
